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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the discussion of observation, the writer concludes that

Kambang Iwak Park (KI Park) is a man-made tourism that has potential to

develop as one of a tourism destination in Palembang. The main factor that KI

Park is potential to develop because the location of KI Park is strategy; the visitor

can easy to reach KI Park. Moreover, there are some tourism attractions that

provided at KI such as jogging, doing exercises, taking a picture, practicing a

gynmastic that held on every Sunday, and other activities. Then, Public facilities

available in KI Park are parking area, rubbish bin and others. However, the writer

found that the public facilities at KI Park are completely enough. But, it still has

many deficiencies. Therefore, with the improvement of tourism attraction and

public facilities at KI Park, the writer expect that it can support KI Park as one of

the tourism destination in Palembang.

Based on the discussion of questionnaire, the writer concludes that the

classification of visitors who were the most frequently visited KI Park was the

gender was the female, based on the job was the students, and the age was on 8-

19th years old. According to the result of questionnaires, the tourism attractions

and public facilities that provided at KI Park are in a good condition. Visitors’

perception in last question is around 75% answered “yes” that they think KI Park

would become one of tourism destination in Palembang and 25% answered “no”

because there are many thing that KI Park should improve both in tourism

attractions and public facilities to make KI Park become one of tourism

destination in Palembang.

5.2 Suggestion

Based on the result of discussion, the writer offers some suggestions that

might be useful for Kambang Iwak Park as one of tourism destinations in

Palembang. First, KI Park should improve the tourism attractions both the

activities and the infrastructure of KI Park. Then, KI Park should improve the
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public facilities because it can support tourism attractions to accommodate all the

needs of the visitors, not only encourage growth but it is growing at the same time

or after developing an attraction. The availability of public facilities such as toilet,

a neat of parking area, the cleanliness, and so on will make the visitors feel enjoy

and comfortable.




